


Dear Yearbook Adviser:

We are excited to work with you on your yearbook this year!

The 2016 school year was our best year ever—soaring satisfaction 
rates, piles of testimonials, and thoughtful feedback bode well for an 
amazing 2017.

We have been focused on making the entire yearbook process extra 
easy. You will see many more layouts, backgrounds and stickers in 
our application. We have 20+ themes in various colors and designs 
that will help you easily create a beautiful, consistent yearbook. In 
addition, we continue to add design tools and improve the order 
flow for advisers and parents. Together, we have created the best 
yearbook application available today.

As always, we want to earn your 
business every year. The best way  
for us to do that is to make meaningful 
promises—such as three-week 
turnaround and no debt agreements—
and follow through on those promises 
every single time.

Please reach out if there is anything we can do to make your life 
easier or your yearbook better.

Sincerely,

Bill Miles 
General Manager

P.S. Don’t forget to download and promote Skipple! It’s the easiest 
way to crowdsource photos from an iPhone or Android phone. 
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REQUEST A 
MASTER LIST AND 
EVENT CALENDAR

 
Ask your school’s office to provide you with a 
copy of the master list of students, faculty and 
staff, as well as an activity calendar. 

The master list will help you spell names correctly. 
Send a copy of the list to each teacher with a note 
asking for any edits to be made (Does John go by 
Jack? Is Alexandria really Alexa?).  

The calendar will alert you to activities that may 
need to be photographed. Having this list will 
allow you to make photo assignments ahead of 
time instead of rushing around the day of. (We 
know, we’ve been there.)

 START HERE
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SAY HELLO
Your Yearbook Support Specialist (YSS) will be 
checking on you throughout the year. Our YSS 
team has a combined experience of 100 years 
(seriously, we counted!) and is available by phone 
to answer all of your questions, provide technical 
support and offer ideas and suggestions on a 
range of topics. From staff motivation to yearbook 
design, your YSS is here to help. 

ASSEMBLE YOUR TEAM 
Trust us, you don’t want to do this alone. Here are  
some suggestions for building a winning team:

•   Talk to your administrators about their 
expectations. This will help you decide the 
size and type of staff you need to recruit.  

•   Seek out students and volunteers with a 
variety of strengths: tech savvy, photography 
or writing skills and good ol’ elbow grease. 

•   Ask parents to contribute photos, proofread 
text and prepare goodies for any after-school 
staff work time.

2
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ON THE MONEY

Your decision to use Picaboo Yearbooks will bring 
you many benefits, but the greatest may be to your 
budget. Our no minimum order policy allows you 
to have a low per book price without committing to 
more copies than you can sell. 

Once you’ve completed your ladder diagram, you can safely estimate the 
number of pages you’ll need. Use the pricing calculator to determine your cost 

per book. Before you decide your yearbook sale price, consider the following:

• You can round up the price per book and 
receive a profit check at the conclusion of 
the school year or donate the proceeds to 
students who can’t afford a yearbook.

• If your school is not tax exempt, take that 
into consideration when pricing your books 

both online and in person. When applicable, 
sales tax will be charged on online orders.

• Bulk orders of 50 or more of the same book 
receive free shipping. If you are unsure if 
you will sell 50+, add an additional $1-$2 per 
book to cover possible shipping costs.

DOWNLOAD OUR MONEY 
MATTERS HANDOUT AT 

PICABOOYEARBOOKS.COM/
DOWNLOADS

SO, YOU’RE IN CHARGE OF THE YEARBOOK.
Whether you’re a newbie or a seasoned yearbook adviser, PYB is here for you every step of the way.  
Keep this guide handy and your Yearbook Support Specialist (YSS) on speed dial!

COMPLETE A 
ROUGH LADDER 
DIAGRAM
 

A ladder diagram is a page-by-page topical 
outline of what goes where in the yearbook. It is 
used by the adviser and staff to stay organized 
and is a great place to note who has been 
assigned to complete each page.  

The ladder will help you 
determine how many 
pages you’ll need and 
will come in handy 
once you use the 
Section Manager in 
our web app.
 
Remember, because we print yearbook pages 
in increments of two, your book must end on an 
even number. A PDF is available for download at  
picabooyearbooks.com/downloads.

4
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In a hurry? This guidebook outlines a 
comprehensive plan for a successful school 

year. If you’re getting a late start or need the abridged 
version, visit picabooyearbooks.com/downloads for a 
condensed checklist to meet your needs.  See page 39 for available tools to help you promote your yearbook sale.



PROOFREAD 

You’ve probably looked at 
the yearbook hundreds 

(maybe thousands!) of times, but 
there are bound to be errors that 
you just won’t catch. Here are a few tips 
to prevent “Uh oh!” moments on distribution day:

Give your eyes a rest. Set the yearbook 
aside for a few hours after you’ve finished 
and then proofread it with fresh eyes. 

Ask for help. Invite someone else to 
proofread everything. A new set of eyes 
may immediately spot errors that you’ve 
overlooked. Let your Account Manager or 
YSS know when your cover is finished so 
he or she can double-check resolution and 
safety zones for you.

Look for one type of problem at a time. 
Scan the page a first time for misspelled 
names, second for punctuation, third for 
grammatical errors, etc. Breaking up your 
editing into categories will help prevent 
your brain from slipping into autopilot.

Review a hard copy. Proofreading your 
work on paper is much easier than doing 
so on the computer screen.

Use spellcheck. The spellchecker can be a 
tremendous help, but remember that it’s 
not 100% goof-proof.

Watch for the Low Resolution symbol. 
Photos marked with this symbol 
will print poorly and should 
be made smaller (until the 
symbol disappears) or be 
replaced by a higher-quality photo.

Let it go. We know you’ve put your blood, 
sweat and tears into this year’s yearbook, 
but remember to allow three weeks for 
production and shipping and another week 
to organize for distribution.

Û Okay, are you ready? Time to place your order!

DESIGN YOUR 
COVER AND PAGES 
 

Create your layouts from scratch or use one of our 
many customizable templates—or both! From 
sophisticated to fun, we have a variety of designs 
to complement your yearbook. 

Check out our gallery of pre-designed yearbook 
cover artwork options on page 26. 

Use backgrounds, stickers and photo corners to 
add flourish to your pages. Visit the Knowledge 
Base, view our online Tutorials or ask your YSS 
about your specific design questions. 

Learn more about page specs on page 22

PLACE YOUR ORDER
Once you have locked your final section, you will be required to view 
a PDF proof before continuing the ordering process. The next steps 
you take depend on if you’ve sold your yearbook in person, online or 
both. If you have sold yearbooks online, you will need to release the 
Pre-Order Queue into production. Visit picabooyearbooks.com/KB for 
detailed instructions on how to place your order. 

6
Create sections by clicking the blue Add Section button at the top left of the app. You can 
rearrange pages and sections in the Page Manager. View our Section Manager video as well as 
other helpful tutorials at picabooyearbooks.com/tutorials.
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CREATE SECTIONS 
Using the Section Manager, create sections for your book. 
Sections can consist of a single page or multiple pages. 
Typical sections in a yearbook are: Opening, Student Life, 
Sports, Portraits, Clubs and more. Keep in mind that you can 
upload and assign photos by section, so plan accordingly.

9

UPLOAD PHOTOS
There are several easy ways to 
upload photos to your project. 

After you’ve created sections in the Section 
Manager, click the section name to enter into the 
design editor. Click on the blue Get Photos button 
at the bottom left of the page to select your photo 
source. See page 11 for more info.

Another way to access, move, rename and share 
photos with contributors is by clicking the Images 
tab at the top left of your page. You can also use 
this area to request photos from anyone by email. 

Parents placing online orders may contribute 
photos from the Storefront. 

Apple and Android users can download the 
Skipple app and contribute photos from their 
smartphone. See page 34 for more info.

Once a photo has been placed onto a page, you 
can edit, lighten, shrink, enlarge, rotate or add 
border artwork to it. 

7



GRAB YOUR GEAR!

If possible, grab a copy of last year’s yearbook. It can serve as 
a guide as you figure out how many pages you’ll need.  

It could also spark new ideas for this year’s book. If this is 
your school’s first-ever yearbook, ask your account manager 

to send you one of our digital sample books.  

After school portrait day (and make-up day), the photographer 
should provide you digital access to the photo—either by CD or 

download. Be on the lookout for this around November!

MORE RESOURCES! If you’re a yearbook adviser looking for 
 more educational tools for your class, check out 

picabooyearbooks.com/downloads for handouts and more.FREE!



Don’t forget to promote your yearbook sale! 
Customizeable flyers, web graphics and posters are available 

for download at picabooyearbooks.com/downloads.FREE!

Keep a camera and extra memory cards 
handy so you’ll always be ready to capture 
those great moments. Your camera doesn’t 
have to be fancy, but make sure it’s always 

set to take photos at 300 dpi.

Crowdsource photos from the entire student body!
Skipple is a free mobile app that allows students, teachers 
and parents to upload their favorite shots from the year.FREE!

Bookmark yearbooks.picaboo.com/web to log directly into 
your yearbook project. If you’re selling yearbooks online, 

bookmark your Storefront URL for quick access to online order 
data. Update your internet browser now for best results. 



Tutorials

This section contains 
quick reference  

guides on common 
functions in our online 

web application. 



http://picabooyearbooks.com/tutorials

You can also find quick answers to your questions on our fully searchable Knowledge Base at picabooyearbooks.com/KB

The Knowledge Base is also available to parents and students who need help personalizing their order. Direct them to picabooyearbooks.com/KB 
for answers to many of their frequently asked questions, or have them call dedicated Parent/Customer Support toll free at (855) 537-0050.

 

Find yourself stuck on how to do something? Check out our library of quick 
and concise how-to videos at picabooyearbooks.com/tutorials.

• Minimum computer requirements
• Connection troubleshooting
• Managing team members
• Importing and moving pages
• Uploading photos
• Image editing

• Managing portrait section data
• An outline of our shipping options
• Using QR codes
• Invoices and purchase orders
• PYB’s Privacy Policy and Terms
• And much, much more!

The Knowledge Base contains many helpful articles on topics such as:

 
TUTORIALS



It is important to carefully consider the job role 
assigned to each team member. While these are the 
titles we have assigned for team roles within our web 
application, each yearbook team member will likely 
wear many hats.

The ADVISER is in charge of the yearbook project and 
has access to all sections and editing tools. In addition, 
the adviser can add and assign roles to team members, 
manage team members, supervise and organize Skipple 
photos, request a PDF proof and is the only person who 
can place an order on behalf of the school.

The SENIOR EDITOR has all the abilities the adviser has 
except for ordering, inviting other members, viewing or 
assigning Skipple photos or setting the price.

An EDITOR is assigned a particular section to work on, 
therefore you must create sections within the Section 
Manager prior to assigning anyone this position. The 
editor cannot access anyone else’s section and cannot 
import photos. 

A PHOTO EDITOR has access to all of the images within 
the Images tab at the top of the app window, but cannot 
access any sections.

VIEWERS can browse the book, but cannot make any 
alterations. This is the ideal position for anyone who has 
volunteered to help proofread the book.

TEAM ROLES

Team Roles & 
Adding Users
While it may not take an entire village to create a yearbook, you 
shouldn’t have to do it alone. Add team members, assign roles and 
sections and let your yearbook be a true group effort.

To add team members, select Team from the header 
tabs and then click the blue New Teammate button.1

2From the pop-up window, individually add each member of your 
team and assign a team role (see left) to them. Continue to repeat 
this process as needed to complete your team assignments. 

If the team member already has a Picaboo Yearbooks account under the 
email address you used for them in step 2, the book will appear in their 
Library the next time he or she logs in. If the team member does not 

already have an account, the book will appear in their Library once he or she sets up an 
account using that email address.

3

You may return to the Team tab at any time to add or edit team members. 
To remove a member from your team, hover the cursor over the name of the 
person you would like to delete and click the red X to the left of their name.

4



Choose a name for your Storefront and select which project(s) 
you wish to make available for sale. Then, click the blue  
Create Store button. NOTE: Each URL must be different from 

any others that have already been created, so have a back-up choice.

Setting up  
the Storefront
The Storefront is where students and parents will be able to purchase 
their yearbooks online. After you have completed the Storefront setup, 
you will have a custom URL to promote to potential customers.

1

Click Book Settings then Pricing & Sale Options to make the book 
available for Pre-order (while you continue to work) or to Immediate 
Order (if your book is complete and all your sections are locked). 

Use the Cost Calculator to determine your sale price and set accordingly. You 
can opt to mark up the price and receive a profit check at the end of the year, or 
you can set the price for less than cost if you plan to supplement the cost with 
another revenue source such as advertising.  

4

Valkyrie 16

Next, you’ll see a preview of your store along with the name of the 
Storefront, the name of the book(s) available for purchase and an upload 

link for students and parents to contribute photos to.  A “coming soon” 
message will be displayed until you complete the next step.

3

  

Log into your yearbook project and click the Sections tab. To 
the right of the screen you will notice the Message Center. If 
you are logged in as the adviser, this area will display your 

price and profit information as well as important updates from time to 
time. Click Set Up Storefront Now to proceed.

2

IMPORTANT: If you live in a state where schools are not automatically tax exempt, you must click the Declare Tax Exempt Status Here link in the 
Financial tab and complete the required paperwork. Failing to do so will result in required sales tax payment upon your yearbook order. 

Also while in the Book 
Settings, you may need to 
adjust several options. The 

eYearbook tab will allow you to offer 
eYearbooks for free or set a price. The 
Financial tab is where you will complete 
important information such as where 
your profit checks will be sent or your 
tax exempt status. The Personalization, Lamination & Distribution tab is 
where you will turn on bulk shipping and personalization, as well as select 
your desired cover lamination (matte or gloss). Be sure to click the orange 
Save button after making any changes to any of these settings.

5


The optional Storefront password adds an additional layer of security for 
schools that want to ensure that only persons invited by the school can 
purchase a book. If you do activate password protection, please include this 
information on your Yearbook Sale Flyer. Our Parent Support Team will not 
be allowed to provide password information to callers, so it is important 
that you make parents and students aware of the password.

TUTORIALS



Uploading & 
Editing Photos
Picaboo gives you several options for obtaining and 
importing photos into your yearbook project. Edit and 
embellish photos with the design tools inside our app.

There are two photo file types you can import: JPG and PNG files. JPG files are one of the most 
universal image file types saved. PNG files can be saved with a transparent background. This 
makes PNG files ideal when uploading stickers to your project.

After you’ve created sections in the Section Manager, click the section to enter into Edit Mode. 
Click on the blue Add Photos button at the bottom left of the page. Select photos you’d like to 
import from your computer (including any external devices attached to it), Facebook, Google, 
Dropbox or Flickr. You can also add a QR code and link to an external video from this window.

If you haven’t created your sections yet, click the Images tab at the top of your page and 
upload them to the Unassigned category. You can also move, rename and request photos 
from outside contributors from within this tab. 

Once a photo has been placed onto a page, you can adjust the size, brightness, contrast, 
saturation and opacity inside the Edit Photo tab to the left of the workspace. You can also 
zoom to crop, flip or change the photo to black and white or sepia tone and remove red eye.

Border Check the border box to add a line 
around your photo box. You can change the 
size and color and then, if you choose, apply 
the selection to the page or entire project.

Shadow The shadow function allows you to 
add a 3D look to your photo box. 

Shapes To change the shape of a photo box, 
select either the circle, heart or star icon.

Corners Add decorative corners to your photo 
boxes by selecting one of the many options 
available. Use Apply to Page or Apply to All to 
make your selection uniform.

TRY THESE FUN EFFECTS!

PRO TIP: Don’t upload every photo just because you can. Save time by only uploading the best ones. Check out more photo tips on our blog at 
picabooyearbooks.com/blog -- including our recommendations for free or inexpensive alternatives to Photoshop!

Using the Skipple app, your entire student body can easily contribute 
photos to your yearbook. Skipple photos can import directly into your 
yearbook project. Assign them to sections, drag and drop them into your 
layouts, view the Leaderboard, flag or unflag photos and more. See page 
34 to learn more about the fun way to crowdsource photos.



  

Creating a
Yearbook Cover
Your yearbook cover should be unique to your year and 
your school year. Design your own or select from one of our 
pre-designed options.

1

3

2Layer elements. Upload a photo or apply a background. 
Consider color, texture and tone (traditional vs. modern, etc.). 

Add a focal point. Develop your theme with coordinating 
graphics or a dynamic photo to spark interest. 

Add text. Select a font for the school name and year to 
complement your design We have 150+ typefaces to choose from.

Maximize real estate. Don’t forget the back cover! Add 
additional design elements for extra umph. 

 Add school name, 
city, state and 

volume number to 
your hardcover spine 

and on softcovers 
with 70+ pages.

Easily import your design from  
one cover section to the other.

Plan to offer both hard and softcover yearbooks?

DON’T FORGET!

4
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If you have placed artwork on your cover and want it to be centered or in an exact spot, be aware that adding or 
deleting pages after designing your cover may cause cover elements to shift. Go back into your cover section(s) and 
make sure all of your cover elements are positioned the way you intended before submitting. 

       To center an object, drag it until you see the center guides appear (see example, left). Important note: Text boxes 
will be centered to the box and not the actual text itself. To ensure accuracy, size your box as close to the size of the type 
as possible and select the centered type option in the type character menu.

➙

Cover Design
Do’s & Don’ts
When it comes to yearbooks, people WILL judge your book 
by its cover. We’ve compiled some important tips to help you 
design the best cover possible for your project.

BE AWARE OF THE WRAP ZONE AND CROP ZONE!

We received many great cover 
entries for our first ever Hall of 

Fame Awards. Here are a few of our 
favorites! See page 46 for more fun 

ideas from our contest winners. 
Hume Lake Charter School

Hume, CA
 Beach School 
Portland, OR

 Camden Station Elementary
Crestwood, KY

 List Elementary
Frankenmuth, MI

Design Science High School
Clovis, CA

NOTE: When uploading your own graphics, files without a background should be saved as PNG files.  JPG files will always have a background.

Bad - Background image does not extend 
all the way through the wrap zone and will 

likely result in unwanted white space.

Better - Background image is at least  
.25” past the safety zone.  

Unwanted whitespace is unlikely. 

Best - Background image extends all the 
way to the bleed line. Text and faces are 
not placed near the wrap or crop zones.



Be creative! Our Online Yearbook Designer is pre-filled with layouts, 
covers and other unique design elements. Start from scratch or use 
our tools to create a yearbook your students are sure to love.

Designing  
Page Layouts

To get started, drag photos from the Media Tray onto your workspace or select one of the 
single or double-page layouts located in the Layouts tab on the left of the screen. These 
templates can be altered to meet the needs of your individual yearbook design or used 
as-is. Click on the design of your choice and it will appear on your workspace. 

 Adding a single page ahead of pages you’ve previously designed may cause 
elements to shift and double-page spreads will no longer be paired together.

When you change a layout, any previously placed photos or text may be moved or deleted. If 
you want to experiment with a new layout without committing to it, we recommend doing so 
on another page. You can always move the layout later if you decide to use it. 

WARNING!

If you select a single-page design, a window will 
appear asking if you want the design applied to the 
left or right page. You can mix and match layouts to 
create double-page spreads. There are also single-
page designs specially designed to accommodate title 
pages, portrait sections and advertising pages.

Add text, shapes and lines using the buttons 
located to the above left of the workspace. 
Click inside any text box to change the font, 
type size, color and more. Add shapes, lines or 
photo placeholders by clicking the Add More 
button. Make changes to shapes and lines by 
selecting them and changing their attributes 
in the Design Tools tab (see example, left). 

If you’ve designed a layout you’d like to save for use elsewhere in your 
yearbook, you can save the left, right or both pages by clicking the 
blue Save Layout button located in the Layouts tab. Any project team 
member can access saved layouts from the category dropdown menu.

TUTORIALS



Once you’ve found a background 
you’d like to use in your project, 
choose if you want it on a single 
page, both pages or on all pages within your 
current section. Click Apply Background. Exit the 
window by clicking the black X at the top right.

Applying 
Backgrounds
Ooh Ahh! WIth more than 3,500 backgrounds, we have more 
choices than you can shake a stick at. Use the filters to narrow your 
search for the perfect complement to your design.

Click the Backgrounds tab to the left of the workspace to access the search window. 
Search by keyword or narrow your options by applying filters. You can apply multiple 
filters, but make sure to Reset the category if you wish to start over. 

For a larger view, hover your cursor over the desired thumbnail and click the 
magnifying glass icon. To save to your My Favorites, click the heart icon.

1

2
If you’d prefer fill your page with a solid color, click 
the Page Fill Color button at the top left to choose 
from your existing color swatch or from a spectrum.

3 Once you are back in the workspace, the results of your current search will appear  
in the open Backgrounds palette. To reopen the background search engine, click  
the blue Find More Backgrounds button. Click Reset All if you wish to start over. 

You may upload your own backgrounds inside the Images tab. Your team can access these 
backgrounds by selecting Artwork Added By Team. To quickly locate a background already 
used in your project, click In this Project. Locate your saved favorites by clicking My Favorites. 
Additionally, you can save any background to the Media Tray to use as a design element.

PRO TIP:   Dark or busy patterns may make it difficult to read small text—especially in 
your portrait sections. Change the text color or consider adding a background color to the 
text. You can also use a filled shape behind the text to make it stand out. 



Stickers allow you to add a unique touch to your page design.  
Similar to the Backgrounds search engine, the stickers search engine 
allows you to quickly browse and select options.

Embellishing 
with Stickers

Once you have applied a sticker to your 
page, you can use the Edit Photo tab to 
add effects just as you would to a photo.

To adjust size, select the sticker and drag one of the 
white handles to the desired size. Adjust the rotation 
by grabbing and moving the rotate symbol. 

Click the Stickers tab to the left of the workspace to access the search window. Search 
by keyword or narrow your options by applying filters. Click Apply Sticker to place onto 
your page. Exit the window by clicking the black X at the top right.1

2

3 Once you are back in the workspace, the results of your current search will appear  
in the open stickers palette. To reopen the background search engine, click  
the blue Find More Stickers button. Click Reset All if you wish to start over. 

You may upload stickers in the Images tab. Your team can access these stickers by selecting 
Artwork Added By Team. Files with transparent backgrounds should be saved as PNG files.

Selecting the Picaboo[Pro] category will show you 
a variety of stickers designed to coordinate our 

collection of pre-designed yearbook covers. See page 
26 for more information regarding Picaboo[Pro].

Stickers are a great way to carry your theme throughout your book, add flair to your design, fill an awkward blank space or add color to an otherwise plain page.

TUTORIALS



Adding, Moving  
& Deleting Pages
The Page Manager allows you to see all yearbook sections 
at a glance. Add, remove and move pages within a section or 
even import pages from a previous project.

Add a page or a spread while in Page Manager:
• Hover your mouse over a page thumbnail.
• Click the blue         icon where you want to insert pages.   

 
 
 

•  
 
 

• Enter the number of pages you want to add then click the Add button. 
• Click Save Changes when finished.  

Move a page or a spread while in Page Manager:
• To move a single page, click on the page to select it (a blue border will 

appear around the selected page), then drag and drop the page to the 
desired position within the section.

• To move an entire spread, click on the dark gray bar underneath, then 
drag and drop to the desired position. 
 
 

•  
 
 

• If the gray bar does not appear under the spread, there are not 
enough pages in the section to allow a move.

• Click Save Changes when finished.

PRO TIP: Adding, removing or moving a single page may cause elements to shift and will cause double-page spreads to no longer be paired together. 

Remove a page or a spread while in Page Manager:
• Hover your mouse over the page you wish to delete.
• Click on the red  -     icon to remove that page.
• Click Save Changes when finished.

Copy pages or import from another project in your account:
• Hover your mouse over a page thumbnail.
• Click the blue         icon where you want to insert pages.  
• Click Import/Copy Pages 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• From here, you can select the page (or range of pages) you want to 
duplicate or select a different project from the dropdown menu at the 
top and then select pages to import. Click the blue Import button.

• Click Save Changes when finished.  
 

Rearrange sections:
• From the Section Manager (not the Page Manager), click on the arrow 

to the left of the section title you want to move and release it in the 
desired location. 



Back in the Section Manager, click New Section. A window will 
appear from which you can select either Freeform or Portrait. 
Select Portrait and click on Next to continue. 

When prompted, name the new portrait section accordingly. The 
next window will prompt you to enter the number of students 
and choose the number of portraits you want on each page. As 

you change the number of portraits per page, the page requirement number will adjust automatically. Click 
on Finish to create the new portrait section.

Use the Export button inside the 
Images tab to create a PDF proof of 
the PSPA data. Use it to carefully check 
the imported data for the following: 
 
• Duplicate or missing portraits.
• Each portrait has a first name and 

a last name and the proper grade.
• Names and portraits match.
• Make sure each grade is 

accounted for and there are no 
miscellaneous categories.

• Check names that begin with 
Mc (such as McDonald) and 
hyphenated names to make sure 
they are capitalized correctly.

• All data will be as it was 
entered by your school portrait 
photographer. Similar to step 5, 
you may edit any entry by double-
clicking and making changes in the 
pop-up window. NOTE: changing 
any information in the drop-down 
menus will alter the imported 
data. Proceed with caution.

The portraits and data will appear on 
the screen as they upload. This may 
take a few minutes. Once the portraits 

have been successfully imported, you will see a 
confirmation message. Click OK to continue.

PSPA Data 
Portrait Flow

If you have more portraits than will fit in a portrait 
section, you will see a warning in the Section 

Manager (see left). See page 13 for instructions on 
adding pages in the Page Manager.

You can import student and staff portraits by using the PSPA  
disc provided by your school photographer. Our web app extracts 
the data from the disc and presents it in an easy-to-use interface. 

1 Click on the Student Portraits tab 
at the top left of the web app and 
click Import PSPA.

Depending on your computer’s security settings, you may be 
asked to allow Java to access the portrait directory. If so, click OK.  
If you encounter any problems with this step, contact your YSS.

2 Select your PSPA file location. Once you 
locate the folder that contains the file 
called index.txt, click OK.

3
4

5

You can add missing portraits by clicking the Add a New 
Portrait button to manually create a student portrait record. 
In the pop-up window, click the Browse to find and import 
photo, then enter the student’s information. Click OK to 
complete the record. NOTE: If you upload a non-portrait 
photo, it may be sized differently in the final layout. Crop it 
before uploading to ensure the best results. 

CREATING YOUR PORTRAIT SECTION

[ [
6

 For best results, make sure your browser software is up-to-date. While our uploader works with most browsers, we recommend using Chrome. Û

TUTORIALS



There are several layout options that will accommodate a larger teacher 
photo. To use, go into the Portraits area of the Images tab, locate 
and double-click the teacher name to edit. Next, delete the Teacher 
field but make sure that the Grade matches the rest of the faculty or 
staff section. Click the Get Photos button and choose the faculty/staff 

section. Drag and drop the teacher’s portrait into the photo well from the Media Tray.

Once you have imported your photos from your PSPA disc, it's time to decide what else you want to 
include on your page. Choose from more than 100 pre-designed options in the Layouts tab. You may 
need to change layouts to accommodate the additional elements. Click on text boxes to change the font, 
color or text justification of your portrait names. You may opt to apply to the entire page or section.

Dressing Up 
Portrait Pages

To make additional room on a page for a headline or a photo, you'll need to 
remove some of the portrait boxes. Click on the green arrow          to delete the box 
and advance the portrait to the next available photo box. Once the row is removed, 
you may add a headline, candid photos, stickers, banners and more.

ADD GRAPHICS & PHOTOS

Click the blue Get Photos button in the lower left 
corner and choose the section that houses the 
photos you’d like to use. Drag and drop images 
onto the page from the Media Tray. 

You may also choose from the large selection of 
stickers or add shapes or lines to your design.

MOVING PORTRAITS

ADD A LARGER TEACHER PHOTO

If you have two teacher photos, place two asterisks in front of the one you want to come first and one asterisk in front of the one you want to appear second.

Don’t settle for pages and pages of plain portraits.  
Add headlines and graphics to make your pages pop.

 To move the teacher’s portrait to the top of your portrait page, access the Portrait Manager and place an asterisk in front of the teacher’s last name. Û



If you are unable to locate the student 
you wish to tag, make sure their name 
is correct in the PSPA data. 

If you are still unable to locate the 
person you wish to tag, click Add New 
Student in the photo Edit tab. Fill in the 

form for adding a new entry and click OK. 

Tagging  
& Indexing
You can import student and staff portraits by using the PSPA  
disc provided by your school photographer. Our web app extracts 
the data from the disc and presents it in an easy to use interface. 

1 With your layout open, click the 
photo you wish to tag. From the  
Edit tab, type the name of the 

person(s) in the photo. If you’ve already 
uploaded your PSPA files, the imported 
names will populate as you begin typing. 

2
3

To tag more people, add them the same 
way as shown above. Select the next photo 
you wish to tag and repeat the process.

Note: Unless you are adding a portrait photo (not 
recommended here), there is no need to complete 
the Teacher, Home Room or Custom Info fields.  

 The index will always print at the end of the book. If you don’t want to utilize the Index section, you can turn it off so that it will not print in the yearbook. Û

Because the index must “rebuild” 
itself each time an entry is added,  we 
recommend that you wait until all other 
sections are locked before proceeding.

From the Section Manager, open the 
Index section. If the index needs rebuilt 
(as shown), it will do so before opening.

Once the index is built, you may select a 
different layout and begin formatting.

FORMATTING THE INDEX

Once all of the other sections are locked and  
the index has been built, you can make changes 
to the format. Click any column inside the index 
section to access the format menu. You may 
change the font, size, color, line spacing and 
type alignment from this menu. 

You can change the layout of your index to accomodate 
additional elements or more columns from within the 
Layouts tab on the left. Click the desired layout to apply 
it to the page. This will cause the index to rebuild, so 
don’t add any stickers, captions, photos or other design 
elements until you’ve picked your layout.

After you have finished formatting the index, lock the section and you will be ready to receive your final proof and place your bulk order. 

BUILDING THE INDEX

TUTORIALS



Should you decide not to use the provided templates, the final JPG or PNG  
files (including bleeds) should be the following sizes (shown in inches):

8.5 x 11 cover size: 20.125 x 13.375 (based on 120-pages); Live area: 17.55 x 11 
8.5 x 11 spread size: 17.25 x 11.25 (based on 120-pages); Live area: 17 x 11 
 
9 x 12 cover size: 21.125 x 14.25  (based on 120-pages); Live area: 18.55 x 12 
9 x 12 spread size:  18.25 x 12.25  (based on 120-pages); Live area: 18 x 12

You can design parts of or all of your yearbook using Adobe Photoshop, 
Adobe InDesign or similar software that will allow you to export your pages 
as high resolution JPG or PNG files.

Templates for Adobe InDesign (CS4 and higher) and Photoshop are 
available for download at picabooyearbooks.com/downloads. Be sure to 
download the correct template size for both the pages and the cover. 

InDesign Users: Export pages as PNG 
files at 300 dpi (see graphic to the left 
for exact settings) in RGB.  

Photoshop Users: Remove the 
Guides layer, flatten image and save 
pages as PNG files at 300 dpi in RGB. 

Upload PNG files into your project (see 
page 9). Once uploaded, simply place 
them as the backgrounds of their 
respective pages within the application.

Using InDesign
or Photoshop
In order to receive the highest quality yearbook possible,  
please take a moment to review these FAQs

What is the yellow line? This area is called 
the Safety Zone. Similar to the Bleed Line, 
it shows what will likely be trimmed 
during the manufacturing process. Words 
and objects should stay clear of this area.

What is the purple line? The purple line 
signifies the External Margin. To maintain 

a clean look and ensure all items placed on the page are well within the 
“live” area, we recommend staying inside this line.

What is the red line? The red Bleed Line represents the outside of the 
page area that will be trimmed off during the manufacturing process. 
Words and objects must stay clear of this area unless they are intended 
to be trimmed as part of a specific design element. 

What is the gray (softcover) or dotted line (hardcover)? For a hardcover, 
this represents the area that will be wrapped around the inside of the 
cover. Very little of this area will be visible (once the endsheet has been 
applied), so we highly recommend keeping text and important elements 
away from this area. On a softcover, this area will be trimmed. 

UNDERSTANDING WRAP ZONES, CROP ZONES, BLEED LINES AND MARGINS

NOTE: The provided cover templates are based on a 120-page yearbook. If your 
page count greatly differs, you may need to make some adjustments after you 
see how it looks once imported into the cover sections. 

If you choose to use to create your spine text with custom images outside of 
our online application, we cannot 100% guarantee that the text will be centered 
in production. The spine size varies depending on the book size, cover type and 
page count. Customers can choose to do this at their own risk. Please contact 
your Yearbook Support Specialist for more information. 

NOTE:  If you are importing layouts from outside software that include page numbers, you’ll need to turn page numbers off in the app via the Details tab. 



Did you sell any yearbooks outside of your online Storefront?  
Please review the invoice process carefully and submit your Invoice 
Request Form at least two weeks prior to the order date.  

1. Collect money for any in-school yearbook sales and track 
who has paid.

2. Fill out the Invoicing Request Form [link provided at 
picabooyearbooks.com/downloads].

3. Picaboo will generate an invoice within two business days.

4. Mail payment for 100% of the invoice.

5. Once the check is received, Picaboo will email you a payment 
code for the value of the invoice.

6. Use the code to pay for books online upon check-out.

Paying by Invoice

Finalizing  
Your Yearbook
You’re almost done! But, before you start the celebration, 
there are a few more details to take care of. 

Once you have locked 
all sections, a PDF proof 
will be generated 
and emailed to you. 
Depending on the size of 
your file, this could take 
up to an hour.  If you are 

a parent volunteer, we recommend that you have each classroom 
teacher double-check their class and verify all student names.

As you lock each section, you will be asked if you would like to perform spellcheck. We also recommend that, if you 
don’t have your bleed line and crop zone guides turned on, you hover your mouse over the Guides button to expose 
the yellow safety zone on your layout. Make sure important elements such as text and faces aren’t too close to this 
area as they could be trimmed off during production.

From the Section Manager, resolve any outstanding notes and notifications then click the gear icon and select Lock each section.

Open your cover section(s) one last time to make sure 
all elements are positioned the way you intended 
before submitting. Adding or deleting pages after 
designing your cover changes the size of the spine and 
thus may cause cover elements to shift (even if the 
cover section is locked!). Contact your account manager 
or YSS if you’d like for them to double-check your cover.

TUTORIALS



Enter the number of hardcover and softcover books you wish 
to order (equal to the amount you sold during your in-school 
sales, plus any extras you may want). Proceed to Checkout. 

From the Storefront, click the orange Order button. If you do 
not see the screen below, you need to log in as the adviser.

Placing Your 
Bulk Order
So, you’ve finished your yearbook. Congratulations! 
Place your order, then sit back and wait no more than 
three weeks for your books to arrive.

1. All orders were placed online via your Picaboo Storefront.
2. All orders and money were taken via in-school sale or the school provides 

the yearbook as part of tuition.
3. Orders were taken both in-school and via your Picaboo Storefront.

Because #3 is the most common, this tutorial will focus 
on that scenario. Detailed instructions for the other two 
scenarios are available at picabooyearbooks.com/KB.»

1

2 From this screen, you may individually enter the names 
of each student who purchased a yearbook and click 
Continue, OR you may skip this step by clicking the blue 

Bypass Names and Order in Bulk link to proceed with your order.

3

VERY IMPORTANT: In order to receive all of your 
yearbooks in one bulk shipment, you must now 
release your pre-orders into production. Return 

to the Storefront and click the blue Book Settings link to 
submit all pre-orders into production.

4

If you haven’t confirmed 
that you have approved 
your final PDF proof, go 

ahead and do so. Then, click the 
orange Submit to Production button.

5
Available payment methods: Credit Card (Visa, MasterCard or AmEx), 
PayPal, eCheck and Purchase Code (available only with paid invoice).

There are three possible scenarios when placing your bulk order:



Picaboo[Pro]

This section highlights 
the professionally 

pre-designed covers 
and coordinating 

features offered FREE 
in our web application.



 

Picaboo[PRO] offers you a FREE assortment of theme and cover graphic 
elements to complement your yearbook design. To access these 

elements, check the Picaboo[Pro] filter in the Backgrounds tab. You 
will see a large number of backgrounds that can be used alone or in 

conjunction with text, photos and stickers. 
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PICABOO[PRO]

Pre-designed Covers



Numbers (3 color options)Lockers (7 color  options) Mandala (5 color options) One (4 color options)

Impressions (2 color options)Faces (3 color options) Grunge (3 color options) iYearbook

School
Name

Schooldays (3 color options)Pride Quite (6 color options) World (2 color options)

SCHOOL NAME

School
Name

SCHOOL
NAME

School Name

School Name
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Make it personal. Some of the simpler 
designs have plenty of room to add a school mascot 
sticker, theme graphic, school seal or photo. Don’t 
forget that the back cover is a great place to add extras! 

Click the Backgrounds tab to the left of the workspace to access the 
search window. Click the Picaboo[Pro] filter to browse or type the 

cover name in the keyword search window. Apply the cover of your 
choice then add personal touches to make it your own.

Customize Your Cover

Make it yours. Add your school name  
and year (if not already incorporated into the 
design). Draw a text box, then select a font and 
color to coordinate with your selected design. 

Make it work. After you’ve applied your cover choice to 
the workspace, you may need to adjust the placement. Select 
the background and click Edit Photos to zoom in as needed. Use  
the  positioning hand  to reposition the background. 

PICABOO[PRO]



One Book, Three Looks
Each of the Picaboo[Pro] covers have a set of coordinating stickers and backgrounds. Use the Picaboo[Pro] filter 
in both the stickers and backgrounds search engines to browse options or type a cover name in the keyword 
search window to view specific theme graphics. Select coordinating fonts and color shapes to match to 
complete the look. See below how one yearbook can look completely different using three different themes.



Tools

This section is full  
of resources to make 

your job easier, 
more efficient and 

downright fun.



 
ACCOUNT MANAGER  Your Picaboo Yearbooks sales 
representative.

BLEED LINE  The red outer line of the layout. This 
area will be trimmed off during the manufacturing 
process. Words and objects should stay clear of the 
yellow safety area unless they are intended to be 
trimmed as part of a specific design element. 

BLEED PHOTO  A photo that intentionally crosses 
the bleed line and extends off the page or across 
the gutter as part of a design element.

BOOK SIZE  The size of your book (in inches) after it 
has been trimmed. PYB offers 8½x11 and 9x12. Once 
you select your size and begin designing pages, 
the size cannot be changed.

BULK SHIPPING  Refers to yearbooks that are 
shipped to one address. Bulk shipping is free 
for orders of 50 yearbooks or more. See also: 
Immediate Order.

CANDIDS  Non-posed photos. Subjects are 
generally looking away from the camera.

CAPTION  The who, what, where, when, how 
and why of a photo. The first sentence is in the 
present tense and describes the action. Secondary 
sentences, in past tense, provide supporting 
information. Also called a cutline.

CROP ZONE  Similar to the bleed line, it is the 
yellow area on the outside of the page to 
show what will likely be trimmed during the 
manufacturing process. Words and objects should 
stay clear of this area as they will be trimmed 
off during the production process. On softcover 
yearbooks, the cover design should extend past 
the crop line to avoid unwanted blank space.

COLOPHON  An inscription in the back of the 
yearbook that states printing specifications such 
as price, number of copies printed, colors used, 
type, cover design, workshops staff attended, 
photography studios and awards won by the 
previous year’s book.

COLUMN DESIGN  Dividing the double page spread 
into a number of equal divisions, such as four, five, six, 
etc. Pictures, headlines, copy, and captions are then 
designed to fit within the designated column design.

COPY  Text on the page—specifically the story. A 
story may also be referred to as body copy.

COVERAGE  Refers to the topics featured on 
individual pages or spreads and how those topics 
are highlighted. 

CROPPING  Portions of a photo that are removed to 
improve its composition and make it proportional 
to layout space.

DESIGN TOOLS  Tabs to the left of the workspace 
that house palettes for editing photos, shapes and 
lines, and selecting stickers and backgrounds.

DIVIDER/DIVISION PAGE  A spread used to separate 
each of the sections of the yearbook. It is usually 
theme-related in design, and the copy ties the 
main theme to the upcoming section.

DOMINANT PHOTO  The largest photo on the page. 
It is traditionally two to three times larger than any 
other element on the page.

DPI  Abbreviation for dots per inch, which is a 
printing term for image resolution. The higher the 
DPI, the higher the resolution of the image. For 
viewing images on a computer screen, you only 
need 72 DPI. For offset printing, the image must 
be set to 300 DPI at the desired print size. Digital 
printing will allow for quality printing of images 
from 180 to 360 DPI at the desired print size. Also 
referred to as PPI (pixels per inch) when referring 
to computer monitor resolution.

ENDSHEET  A heavy paper that secures the pages of 
the yearbook to the hard cover. Softcover books do 
not have endsheets.

EXTERNAL MARGIN  The white space around the 
outside of the spread, which is typically the same 
on every spread.

eYEARBOOK  A digital yearbook that is compatible 
with PC, Mac and tablets such as the iPad and 
Kindle. PYB currently offers this option for free, but 
the adviser can choose to set a price for this option 
in the Storefront setup.

EYELINE  An imaginary horizontal line that runs 
across two facing pages (should fall near the 
center) and guides the reader’s eye.

FILE FORMAT  The way an image is saved to a 
digital camera’s memory. JPG, TIFF and RAW are 
the most common file formats. The PYB app will 
accept JPG and PNG.

FOLIO  The page numbers, traditionally placed at 
the bottom left and right of the spread. The folio 
sometimes includes the topic of a spread and a 
theme-related font or graphic.

GLOSSY FINISH  A shiny lamination used on the cover.

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS  Refers to colors, white space, 
rule lines, shapes and special type treatments.

GUTTER  The center of the spread, highlighted in 
yellow, where the two pages meet. Words and 
important elements should stay clear of this area.

HARDCOVER  A glossy or matte laminated cover 
stretched over acid-free binder’s board.

HEADBAND  A band sewed or glued to the head 
or tail of the back of a hardcover book, or to both, 
often to protect and strengthen the binding but 
sometimes for decoration.

HEADLINE  A line of type used to pull the reader 
into the story. It introduces the topic and serves as 
the main visual point of interest on the spread.  

IMAGE RESOLUTION  The amount of technical detail 
an image holds. In printing, it is measured by dots 
per inch (see DPI). Higher resolution means more 
image detail. Less resolution means less detail and 
will lead to fuzzy or pixelated images. In the PYB 
app, “low res” images result in a warning symbol 
(orange triangle) and should not be ignored. The 
image should either be made smaller on the page 
or replaced by a “hi res” photo of 300 DPI or more. 

IMMEDIATE ORDER  Once the initial bulk order has 
been placed, the adviser has the option to change 
the Storefront to allow students and parents to 
order additional copies of the yearbook. These 
orders will be fulfilled immediately and mailed to 
the individual; shipping charges will apply.

INFOGRAPHIC  Facts, statistics and survey results 
presented in graphic form such as charts and graphs.

INTERNAL MARGIN  The spacing (traditionally a 

GLOSSARY



pica) between each element on a spread.   

LADDER DIAGRAM  A page by page topical outline 
of what goes where in the yearbook. It is used 
by the adviser and staff to stay organized and is 
a great place to note who has been assigned to 
complete each page. 

LAYOUT  The design of a spread, placement of 
photos, etc. In the PYB app, the Layouts tab can be 
used to select a pre-designed template.

MATTE FINISH  A non-shiny lamination on the cover.

MEDIA TRAY  The horizontal tray at the bottom of  
the PYB app. It toggles between the section’s photos 
or the pages of the section you are working on. 

OPENING  Two to four pages after the title page 
that traditionally introduce the theme. 

PAGE COUNT  The total number of pages in a 
yearbook. PYB currently offers even-numbered 
page counts between 20 and 400 pages.

PAGE MANAGER In the PYB app, this area of the 
web app allows you to see all sections of the 
yearbook at a glance and easily add, import, 
remove and move pages within a section. 

PAGE MARGIN A purple line in the PYB app that 
signifies the start of the external margin.

PERFECT-BOUND  A thermally activated technology 
that binds the cover and pages together at the 
spine with a strong flexible glue. Paperback novels, 
larger magazines and all PYB Softcover yearbooks 
are bound this way.

PERSONALIZATION  If your school or organization 
has opted to use PYB’s unique personalization 
program, students or parents can personalize the 
last four pages and back cover of their book for 
free. Additional pages are 99¢. The personalized 
section will appear upside down at the back of the 
book; flip and view it as if it were a new book.

PICA  The unit of measurement used in publication 
design. It is equal to 12 points or 1/6 of an inch. 

PNG  The abbreviation for Portable Network 
Graphics (pronounced “ping”). It allows for photos 
or graphics with a transparent background. In the 

PYB app, stickers without backgrounds are PNG 
files.

PORTRAIT FLOW  The process in which PYB 
automatically extracts the data and portraits from 
the PSPA Disc and flows the photos and student 
names onto the designated pages of the yearbook.

PORTRAIT PAGES  Refers to pages devoted 
to individual photos of students grouped 
alphabetically by grade level. Sometimes referred 
to as mugs or panel pages. 

PRE-ORDER  Advisers can begin selling the yearbook 
in their designated Storefront while it is still in 
production. This helps the school plan ahead and 
know approximately how many books will be sold.

PRE-ORDER QUEUE  Pre-orders from the Storefront 
that are waiting to be sent into production. The 
adviser will “release” the queue once they are 
ready to place their bulk order.

PSPA  A disc of portrait photos provided to the 
school by the school portrait photographer. The 
Professional School Photographers Association 
(PSPA) has established Digital Data & Image Format 
Guidelines for use by school photographers to 
make the portrait disc data format the same for 
every school and make it compatible with most 
yearbook company software. Depending on the 
portrait photographer, a download link may be 
provided instead of a phyiscal disc.

RETROSPECT  A recap of the year’s current events 
available for use in your yearbook. To use, type the 
keyword “retrospect” in the backgrounds search and 
apply to the desired pages (after March 2017).

SECTION A traditional yearbook is typically broken 
up into six sections: student life, academics, people, 
clubs and organizations, sports, and ads. 

SECTION MANAGER The area in app that allows the 
user to create yearbook sections.     

SHAPE  A rectangle, circle, square or oval applied to 
your page for added decoration. Located by clicking 
the “Add More” button.

SIDEBAR  A topic that is featured on the spread but 
stands out due a the change in background color 
and font. Also referred to as secondary coverage, a 

module or “mod” for short.

SOFTCOVER  A glossy or matte laminated 1.5 mm 
cover printed on a highly durable 10 pt. cover stock.

SPINE  Area of the yearbook connecting the front 
and back covers. It traditionally includes the name 
of the school, year, volume number, etc.    

SPREAD  Two facing pages in the yearbook. Also 
referred to as a double page spread or DPS.

STICKERS  Embellishments you can add to decorate 
a page. Also known as clip art. 

STOREFRONT  A website dedicated to selling your 
specific school’s yearbook.

SUB-HEADLINE  A secondary headline which 
accompanies the main headline and provides 
specific, detailed information. It is generally two to 
three times smaller than the headline.

TEMPLATE  A master page that maintains 
consistency within a design or section.

THEME  A verbal statement and a visual look which 
tie all parts of the yearbook together and tell the 
story of the year.

THUMBNAILS  Located in the Page Manager, 
thumbnails are small images representing each of 
your yearbook pages. You may drag thumbnails 
within a section to change the location of a page.

TITLE PAGE  Page one of the yearbook. Typically 
includes the name of the book, school address, 
phone number, web address, year, volume 
number, school population, etc.

WHITE SPACE  Empty area of a spread that is not 
covered by pictures/type.   

WORKSPACE  The printable work area inside the app.

WRAP ZONE  The area between the dashed black 
line and the red outline on the hard cover layout. 
This represents the area that will be wrapped 
around the inside covers of the yearbook cover.

YEARBOOK SUPPORT SPECIALIST A YSS is your 
assigned in-house company representative who 
is available by phone or email for technical and 
production assistance.



COPPA Compliance 
For students under 13 years old, the yearbook adviser must 
get appropriate parent permission before their student can 
use Skipple. Parents are welcome to download Skipple and 
submit photos on their child’s behalf.

Safegaurds 
If a user finds a photo offensive for any reason, they can 
“flag” the photo and it will be immediately removed from 
the application.

COLLECT PHOTOS FROM
ANYONE, ANYWHERE

LEARN MORE AT
GETSKIPPLE.COM

Crowdsource photos 
from your entire school.

Easily add photos, identify 
students and send notifications.

Bring the best memories to  
life in your yearbook.

Upload Your Photos Build Your Yearbook Print & Enjoy!

Skipple is a school-based mobile 
app that allows the entire student 
body to contribute photos that flow 
directly into your yearbook project. 

CROWDSOURCING PHOTOS

Collect Photos   
Great yearbooks rely on great photos. Skipple enables everyone at your 
school to submit photos of the very best moments. Engage the entire 
student body in the yearbook process and create your best yearbook ever.

Notifications 
Advisers and Photo Editors can send school-wide notifications to all 
Skipple users through Picaboo Yearbooks’ online yearbook application. 
Need photos of tonight’s away game? Send a notification! This is also great 
way to announce activities and promote yearbook sales.

Profiles 
Skipple profiles provide the yearbook team an easy way to identify all 
students at the school by photo, school activities and grade. Students 
choose to “like” or “skip” photos. The interaction and Leaderboard results 
will keep students actively engaged.  

Tagging 
Once students set up a Skipple profile, they can start tagging their friends 
in photos. This allows students to easily find each other in the app and 
view their friends’ photo albums.

Yearbook App Integration 
Every photo that is uploaded to Skipple flows 
directly into the yearbook application. From the 
Images area of the online yearbook application, 

you can organize and move photos directly into the proper section. 
Do these three things to get started:    

1. Download the Skipple app and create an account with the same 
email address you use to log into your Picaboo account.

2. Find and select your school from within the Skipple app. Search 
your for your school’s official name (e.g. search “John F. Kennedy 
High School” rather than “Kennedy High School”).

3. Verify that you have a valid Picaboo Yearbooks Publishing 
Agreement associated with your school’s yearbook project. Learn more at GetSkipple.com

“Football season is over, but—because of Skipple—I have  
so many photos to choose from for the yearbook.”

- TOLA, SPORTS EDITOR, 2016 ELEANOR ROOSEVELT HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOK STAFF



Helvetica Neue
Helvetica Neue Bold
Helvetica Neue Black
Helvetic Neue Light
Helvetic Neue Ultra Light
Helvetic Neue Ultra Light Italic

FONTS

Our yearbook app offers more than 150 typefaces. From covers to captions to headlines, we’ve got a number of options to meet your needs.



 
PYB ED

You don’t have to reinvent the wheel. The PYB Education Series is designed to provide classroom teachers tools to easily 
teach beginning students the basics of yearbook production. Topics include photography, design, theme development, writing, 
copyright laws and more. Visit picabooyearbooks.com/downloads to access these and other helpful resources.

Pro Tip: If a federal govenerment employee creates 
something on the clock, it isn’t subject to copyright and

can be reproduced. Check federal goverment sites
ending in .gov, such as WhiteHouse.gov, for free content.

Visit picabooyearbooks.com for  
more yearbook tips and resources.

COPYRIGHT
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There is good news: a copyright doesn’t 
last forever. An author’s copyright on 
her work lasts for her lifetime plus 
seventy years after her death. Copyright 
on works-for-hire lasts for 95 years after 
the work’s original publication.

So what does this mean? Most works 
created or published before 1923 are 
fair game because their intellectual 
property claims have already expired. 
Sonnets by Shakespeare, tunes from 
Beethoven or (you guessed it) the 
artwork of Leonardo Da Vinci are all 
free to use. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN

A copyright grants artists and authors exclusive rights to own, sell and reproduce their creations, making it illegal for anyone else to reproduce the work without the creator’s 
consent. Just like a tangible item you own, taking someone else’s art, words or music without asking is a big no-no. It’s important to know and follow these laws when creating 
your yearbook to protect yourself against a possible copyright infringement lawsuit. 

IT’S PROBABLY COPYRIGHT PROTECTED

THE INTERNET IS NOT A FREE MARKETPLACE HOW “FAIR USE” APPLIES TO YOU
Plenty of copyright protected images may show up in a 
Google search, but that doesn’t mean you should use them 
in your yearbook! Never take an image from the internet 
without first trying one of the following: 

• Get consent from the creator or copyright holder 
before using it. 

• Purchase it, if you have the budget. 
• Try to make it yourself, especially if it’s a simple 

graphic like a speech bubble or graduate cap.

• CARTOON CHARACTERS Unless the cartoon is an 
original created by one of your students, it is most 
likely protected by copyright law. Bugs Bunny, the 
Cat in the Hat, and Spongebob are all off-limits.

• BRAND LOGOS Trust us, you don’t want to get 
involved in a lawsuit with the big boys at Nike or 
Apple, so don’t even think about including their 
iconic swoosh or fruit logos anywhere on the pages 
of your yearbook.

• SONG LYRICS While it might be tempting to sum 
up your year with a musing from Bruno Mars, 
reproducing song lyrics is a copyright no-no.

• PHOTOS OF CELEBRITIES That shot of Taylor Swift at 
the beach? It’s probably copyright protected by the 
magazine that published it or the photographer 
who took it. And while the famous FRIENDS poster 
where the cast is drinking milkshakes is off-limits, 
you ARE allowed to grab five friends and recreate it 
in your own photo - just don’t use the FRIENDS logo.

The doctrine of “fair use” is an exception to the copyright rule. When using content for 
educational or journalistic purposes, or for commentary and critiques, it’s legal to use a small 
portion of the work . Only use what’s necessary to make your point - if the fair use could be 
substituted for the original, then it isn’t fair.

Creating a parody or spoof of an original work is okay as long as it is obviously different 
from the original and being used as a commentary or critique. For example, if your yearbook 
staff wanted to photograph themselves dressed as the cast of Harry Potter as a parody for 
their group page, that would be considered fair use. The main point to remember is this: if 
someone would rather buy your work as a substitution of the original, the use isn’t fair. 

IT’S ALWAYS POLITE TO ASK
With sites like Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, it might be tempting to take photos that 
belong to other people for use in your yearbook, but you should tread lightly. If the photos 
belong to a fellow student, they probably aren’t protected by copyright law, but be mindful 
that the student owns them and may not want them published for everyone to see. Always 
ask permission before using images from social media. Avoid using commercial photos, such 
as those posted by a company or another publication, because they are more likely to be 
copyright protected and using them could be an infringment of the copyright.

                                                                  Unless someone is paid to create a work, that work is the 
property of its owner, even if the artist is a student who created their work on school equipment.
YOU MADE IT, YOU OWN IT

YEARBOOK THEME: While not the most important part of a yearbook, the theme helps tell the story of the year,  
unifies the book and gives it a plan. The theme should be unique to the specific school in that particular year.

Cover 
Endsheets
Title Page
Opening
Dividers
Closing 
Folios
Sidebars

WHERE DOES THE THEME BELONG?

Mascot/School Colors 
Anniversary/Event 

School Name/Initials
Conceptual

Location 
Situational

Play on Words

TYPES OF THEMES

A Tiger’s Tale, Grin & Bear It, Seeing Red, Out of the Blue
Pure Gold (50th Anniversary), AtTENtion
Central Time, yOUr year, B All You Can B, Remember Wynne 
Blink, Spark, Imagine, Icon, Synergy
Down the Road, It’s ON(tario), This Side of the Tracks
Uniformly Different, East Meets West, Breaking Ground
This Time, Subject to Change, Same Difference

Pro Tip: Keep a Book of Idioms handy as  
you brainstorm theme and section title ideas. 

THINGS TO AVOID WHEN DEVELOPING A THEME
• Don’t copy a theme from the school down the road.
• Don’t use slang, movie, magazine or television titles 

that might be outdated by publication time.
• Avoid cliches.
• Don’t use copyrighted materials. The legal concerns 

usually aren’t worth the trouble. 
• Don’t overdo it. Your theme does not belong on every 

page of the yearbook.

THEME DEVELOPMENT CHECK LIST
q  Is your theme recognizable?
q  Is your theme repeatable?
q  Does your theme make sense?
q  Does your theme have meaning?
q  Does your theme have appeal?

Visit picabooyearbooks.com for  
more yearbook tips and resources.

Use visual and verbal identifiers to  
tie your theme concept togetherWORK IT! 

THEME IDEA: _____________________________________________

Opening Headline:  ________________________________________

Closing Headline: __________________________________________

SECTION TITLES

Student Life: ____________________________________________

People: _______________________________________________

Academics: _____________________________________________

Organizations:  ___________________________________________

Sports:  _______________________________________________ 

Visual Elements: _________________________________________

Color Scheme: ___________________________________________

Fonts: ________________________________________________

THEME DEVELOPMENT
PYB EDUCATIONAL SERIES

Yearbook photos capture the moment, but the words record the event. Yearbook copy documents the people, the places, the emotions and  
the stories of the year. Well-written yearbook copy recounts a meaningful and captivating story five or 55 years after the event occurred.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF COPY?

Pro Tip: Copy is more than words on  
a page, it is an element of design.  

Work with the designer and photogrpaher 
to tell the best story possible.

AVOID LIKE THE PLAGUE:
• Vagueness. Instead of words like “some,” 

“many” or “few,” use exact numbers whenever 
possible. Refrain from making generalizations or 
obvious statements that apply every year, such as 
“Homecoming is a time for reflection.”

• Editorializing. The yearbook writer’s aim is to 
capture the stories of the year with accuracy 
and objectivity. Even phrases such as “tried 
their hardest,” and “gave it their all” contain 
editorializing.

• Redundancy. Eliminate the words “this year” 
from your copy unless they are necessary for 
comparison. Do not use the name of your school 
unless it is needed; it is obvious which school you 
are writing about.

• Favortism. Don’t take the easy way out by 
interviewing your friends. Seek a variety of sources. 
From the third string quarterback to the star 
mathlete, everyone has a story to tell. Go find it.

Visit picabooyearbooks.com for  
more yearbook tips and resources.

WRITING
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• Headlines hook and entice the reader. 

• Sub-headlines provide an intro to the story.

• Captions identify the people and action taking 
place in a photo. 

• Body copy recreates the event for the reader. 

• Sidebars provide secondary coverage and often 

include quotes or infographics. 

• Use the 5 W’s and H of journalistic writing (who, what, when, where, how and why). 
Write in the past tense and use the active voice.

• Follow AP Style for grammar and punctuation.

• Be specific. Since a yearbook is preserving the year’s history, its copy should be as 
detailed as possible. Include the date when describing an event. Focus on facts and 
figures. Songs played at dances, scores from sporting events, exact dollars raised or 
donated and cost of various items  are all details worth mentioning since they offer 
insight into how the year differs from years past and help ignite memories when readers 
are reminded later of these specifics. 

• Interviews are integral to any news story. They provide background information that 
brings to life the emotions of an event. A variety of sources and noteworthy details add 
credibility. Conduct interviews before, during and after the event. 

• Include meaningful quotes. Ask interesting questions to get interesting answers. A direct 
quote should offer readers a new perspective or piece of information rather than repeat 
from the body copy.

MAKE IT COUNT.

SAY IT WITH SIDEBARS
Yearbook copy doesn’t all have to be in story form. Consider using infographics, pull-quotes, 

lists and other bursts of interesting tidbits that can be brought alive with graphics.  
Look to magazines like ESPN, Men’s Health, Real Simple and Martha Stewart Living for ideas.

1
2 3

Three facts about  
Sophopmore Makayla King

“Dance is my favorite 
after school activity.”

“I want to be a 
teacher when I 
grow up.”

“I hate carrots. Ew!”

2

WRITING HEADLINES
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1BRAINSTORM
Make a list of words and phrases 
that come to mind when you think 
of the topic of the spread or story. 3MIX IT UP

List a few things that made the 
story topic unique to this year. 6DESIGN IN MIND

Create a dynamic headline and 
sub-headline design treatment  
on the back of this page.

BE CLEVER
 Use wordplay and idioms to 
make your headline fun and 
attention-grabbing.

Select the best idea as your primary headline:

4BE DESCRIPTIVE
Use distinct facts about this 
year to create a thoughtful 
sub-headline.

Select the best idea as your sub-headline:

Do the headlines give the reader a sense of  
the story content? 

Has an action verb been used?

Are the headlines specific to this school year?

Have unnecessary words been removed  
(the, an, a & and?)

q

q 

q

q

5HEADLINE CHECKLIST
Check your work against the 
criteria below.

SAMPLE HEADLINE STYLES
SENTENCE STYLE

Creative headline here
UP STYLE

Creative Headline Here
SMALL CAPS

Creative Headline Here
LOWERCASE

creative headline here
THICK/THIN

creativeheadlinehere
LIGHT/DARK

creativeheadlinehere

SAMPLE HEADLINE PACKAGES

primaryheadline 
the sub-headline looks nice here

a wicket is two or more lines  
of a sub-headline stacked  
above the primary headline

primaryheadline
a kicker is a one line subhead above the headline

PRIMARYHEADLINE

PRIMARY a tripod is a sub-head  
on the side of the headline

a read-out is two lines of sub-head 
stacked below a primary headline

primaryheadline

a hammer headline features one or 
more lines of primary headline above 
one or more lines of a sub-headline

PRIMARY
HEADLINE[

REVERSE HEADLINE
white text on a dark background is called reverse type



Social media is the long-reigning king of the Internet. More than 74% of Internet users are on social media sites posting, sharing and uploading from their phones, 
tablets and desktop computers 24 hours a day. If you want to connect with your yearbook audience, social media is where you’ll find them. 

SOCIAL MEDIA USE
PYB EDUCATIONAL SERIES

PLAN AHEAD

Appoint a social media manager to map out and 
execute a year-long social media plan. This position 
should be in charge of posting and monitoring 
yearbook-related information on all social media 
sites including Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.

• Create a social media policy for your yearbook 
staff so everyone will understand how to use 
social media in a responsible and ethical way.

• Together with your social media manager, 
build an editorial calendar. Utilize Facebook 
and Twitter tools such as Hoot Suite to schedule 
posts for deadline reminders and important 
dates. Scheduling them ahead of time takes 
just a few seconds—and you won’t miss and 
important date.

• Map out realistic goals that are measurable 
to understand what you aim to accomplish 
through social media.

Build Your Social Community

• Chances are, you are already connected with a 
highly-social community of parents, students 
administrators and staff. The key is to tap into 
this community and build awareness about the 
yearbook.

Be Seen Around Campus 
• Ask staff members to come up with creative 

handouts and posters to publicize your social 
media presence.

You Folluw Us and We’ll Follow You!

• twitter.com/picabooyearbooks (no S)
• facebook.com/picabooyearbooks
• instagram.com/picabooyearbooks
• pinterest.com/picabooybks Visit picabooyearbooks.com for  

more yearbook tips and resources.

Create Facebook, Instagram and Twitter accounts for your yearbook and encourage 
your yearbook staff or team to “follow” and “like” these pages as well as “share,” 
“like,” and “retweet” posts.

Create Engagement

• Once the audience is listening, you have to keep them coming back. Provide 
opportunities for them to interact with the yearbook and one another. Create 
contests and promotions to engage your audience and build excitement.

Use Skipple

• Encourage students (or parents for elementary schools) to upload photos via the 
Skipple app and start receiving photos of those would-be missed moments. Can’t 
make it to an event? Use social media to request that Skipple users take lots of 
photos at a specific even. 

PROMOTE YOUR YEARBOOK SALE
Utilize social media to promote your yearbook sale. This is one of those tasks you can 
easily delegate, so let someone else do the talking!
• Generate interest by asking questions. Create polls and use the results as fun 

statistics in your yearbook.
• Post teaser photos—status updates and tweets that include photos receive 50% 

more feedback than those that don’t.
• Tag your posts. Whether it’s the photographer or the people in the photo, tagging 

will generate more hits on social media feeds.
• Make a commercial. Post it to YouTube and watch it go viral. Your video doesn’t 

have to be professional quality — use your smart phone.
• Ask for shares and reTweets. Why keep it to yourself when others can help you 

promote your yearbook sale with the click of a button?

 GET STARTED

Pro Tip: Pinterest is a great way to organize your ideas. It allows 
you to create secret invite-only boards. Allow access to editors and 

staff members and start pinning and sharing ideas.

Pro Tip: Great yearbook photos are rarely taken  
at eye level. Stand on a chair, crouch on the floor or find  

an unexpected perspective to capture a unique shot.

THINGS TO AVOID IN YBK PHOTOGRAPHY
• Avoid posed photos. Yes, sometimes they are a 

necessary evil, but don’t actively seek them.
• Don’t skimp when it comes to buying extra memory 

cards. You can’t recreate the winning touchdown, so 
make sure you have plenty of space to capture it.

• Don’t rely on post-production. You can’t make up for 
bad shooting with the magic of Photoshop.

Visit picabooyearbooks.com for  
more yearbook tips and resources.

PHOTOGRAPHY TIPS
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1ACTION!  Get in the middle of the activity and start shooting. 
If nothing is happening in your dominant photo, how will it 
grab your reader’s attention? (Answer: It won’t.)

2GET PERSONAL  A zoom lens is handy to have, but don’t 
expect to take great shots from the bleachers. If you can’t see 
the look on someone’s face, it’s probably not a great shot.

4LAUGH OR CRY Nothing makes a photo better than  
capturing raw emotion. From extreme joy to bitter pain,  
let your camera tell the real story. 

3FRAME IT Framing is a technique where by you draw 
attention to one element of an image by framing it with 
another element of the image. 

You don’t have to have a super 

expensive camera to take great 

photographs, but you  

do need to learn to use the 

equipment you have. Read the 

user manual (if you can’t find it, 

most are online these days) and 

learn what all the settings mean. 

Keeping your camera safely set 

on auto probably isn’t going to 

necessarily capture the best shot. 

There are a ton of online resources 

for learning more about digital 

photography. Take time to study 

websites like digitalcameraworld.

com to educate yourself on 

lighting, composition and other 

technical aspects of digital 

photography. Step up your photo 

game with some post-production 

in Adobe Photoshop or Lightroom. 

Visit helpx.adobe.com for great 

lessons and video tutorials. 

LEARN YOUR 
EQUIPMENT

The “Rule of Thirds” one of the first things 
that budding digital photographers learn 
about in photography class as it is the basis 
for well balanced and interesting shots. 

The idea is that an off-center composition is 
more pleasing to the eye and looks more natural 
than one where the subject is placed right in the 
middle of the frame. It also encourages you to 
make creative use of negative space, the empty 
areas around your subject.

Top photo: The horizon and main subject in this photo have 
been positioned near lines or intersections for maximum 
impact. Bottom photo: The main subject has been placed at 
one of the intersections, and also along one a vertical line. The 
empty space at the bottom left provides balance and prevents 
the picture from feeling overcrowded.

RULE OF THIRDS

 PHOTO BY SODANIE CHEA

 PHOTO BY SODANIE CHEA

 PHOTO BY ALASDAIR MIDDLETON PHOTO BY MARTIN PETTITT

 PHOTO BY WHITNEY LEONARD, CJE PHOTO BY JASON COREY

YEARBOOK DESIGN CHECK LIST
q  Do you have photos, captions, copy and a headline?

q  Do all elements begin and end on a grid or column?

q  Have you established an eyeline?

q  Do you have a dominant element?

q  Have you varied the sizes and shapes of elements?

q Do captions touch the pictures they identify?

q Is the headline a natural lead-in to the copy?

q Have you established consistent  margins?
Visit picabooyearbooks.com for  
more yearbook tips and resources.

YEARBOOK DESIGN
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Qquia idelique aut volorerunt escilla voluptam 
el maximin resci ditate prae volenda dest 

volorit vella quos venihic iatiorro eum est odis 
et elicae di cus.
Di aut vellam non comnit, aut odia exerit quaestia 
ipit eum andusti netur sereptat.
Odiorit atiore, que endam volest, quosti accae se 
volorem faceresci ducit quibus, si cus, odite con 
nimilita natentem dolor adignih ictiorion provit, 
con ex eos sanihillame rerfero bea doluptaturi 
oditas cus duci aut im quidenestias si dis re, 

arum iurita nonsequi sum simusanis autatem et 
et exceped itiasin ctionecate molorrum id mos 
dolori berferspe saeste es mincidus antur seque 
sitius, sunt molo officit veraest quam, que eos 
maiorerum labo. Itataquid eumque etureius dolo 
que nis ne comnihi lluptat eos del modis estis 
volor molupta tiorern atibus ma culluptibea sitione 
voluptassi tem volorro viditiscium nobita labo. Ita-
taquid eumque etureius dolo que nis nedjf al;skdfj 
asdlkjf a;lksdjf  comnihi lluptat eos del modis estis 
volor molupta tiorern atibus ma culluptibea sitione 

GOING FOR THE GOLD
Junior Varsity Track Runs all the Way to State

exceped itiasin ctionecate molorrum id  
mos dolori berferspe saeste es mincidus antur  
seque sitius,  es mincidus sunt molo officit ve

exceped itiasin ctionecate molorrum id  
mos dolori berferspe saeste es mincidus antur  
seque sitius,  es mincidus sunt molo officit ve

exceped itiasin ctionecate id  
mos dolori berferspe saeste es 
mincidus antur ctionecate 

exceped itiasin ctionecate id  
mos dolori berferspe saeste es 
mincidus antur ctionecate 

Captions are placed 
to the outside of the 
layout and touch the 
corresponding photo.

Internal Margin is  
consisent and separates 

photos from  text.

Dominant Photo  
is two to three 

times larger than 
other elements.

Drop Cap adds a  
design flourish that does 
not distract the reader.

10 Varsity Track Sports 11

Folio Indicates 
the page number 

and content.

1
2 3

Three facts about  
Sophopmore 
Makayla King

“Dance is my favorite 
after school activity.”

“I want to be a 
teacher when I 
grow up.”

“I hate carrots. Ew!”

Story

Headline Sub-headline

Sidebar provides 
secondary coverage in a 

graphic package.

The Rail of 
Whitespace adds 

visual interest.

Eyeline gives 
the reader an 
imaginary site 
line to follow.

A ladder diagram  is page by page topical outline of what goes where in the yearbook. It is used by the adviser and staff to stay organized and is a great place to note 
who has been assigned to complete each page. Deciding what to include on each page my seem daunting, but many schools follow an easy formula. Gather your 
class rosters, list of events and clubs, a blank ladder diagram and dig in. 

LADDER PLANNING
PYB EDUCATIONAL SERIES

Portraits  25% - 30%

Sports   15% - 20%

Organizations 15% - 20%

Student Life 20% - 25%

Academics 15% - 20%

Advertising  As needed

SUGGESTED PAGE ALLOCATIONS BY THE NUMBERS
Using a pencil, fill out the following information. Play around with and tally the numbers. Compare to 
last year’s yearbook or a comparable sample to make sure you don’t leave anything out. Don’t forget 
to use the pricing calculator at picabooyearbooks.com/price to keep an eye on your yearbook cost. 

STUDENT PORTRAIT PAGES
Most high schools, junior high schools and middle schools sort their portrait pages by grade. If using 
this method, what is your total student enrollment? _______ 

Depending on the size of your individual portraits, divide your total student enrollment by the 
desired portraits per page (recommended: 16, 20, 24, 30 or 36): _______ 

1A. TOTAL STUDENT PAGES NEEDED: _______

Many elementary schools sort their portrait pages by homeroom teacher. If using this method, what 
is the total number of classes to be included? _______ 

Do you plan to include the homeroom teacher’s photo? A group photo or candid photographs? If so, 
use the average classes sizes to decide if one or two pages are needed for each homeroom class.

1B. TOTAL STUDENT PAGES NEEDED: _______

Most schools list all faculty/staff members together on their own pages (unless individual 
homeroom teachers are listed with their classes). How many faculty/staff will be listed? _______ 
(Don’t forget to include cafeteria personnel, security guards, librarians, secretaries, counselors, etc.)

Depending on the size of your individual portraits, divide your total faculty/staff by the desired 
portraits per page (recommended: 16, 20, 24, 30 or 36): _______ 

2. TOTAL FACULTY/STAFF PAGES NEEDED: _______

 Don’t worry, we’re almost done! Total 1A and/or 1B + 2 = __________. This is your minimum 
number of required portrait pages.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PORTRAITS

FACULTY PORTRAIT PAGES

Total # of sports teams:   ______ 
(Don’t forget junior varsity teams)

Total # of organizations:   ______ 
(Don’t forget honor societies)

Total # of performing groups:  ______  
(ie., bands, choirs, theatre troupes, etc.)

Total # of events:   ______  
(i.e.., dances, fundraisers, spirit week, etc. )

TOTAL EXTRA PAGES NEEDED:  ______

EXTRAS

There are several subjects and topics you 
might want to include in your yearbook 
beyond the traditional sections shown above. 
Ask your YSS for the Yearbook Coverage 
handout of our PYB Ed Series for ideas and 
tips on expanding  your yearbook coverage.

The good news is...  
Because of Picaboo Yearbooks’ unique 
digital printing methods, you are not tied 
to adding pages in increments of 4, 8 or 
16. The only requirement is that your book 
ends on an even number of pages. 

Now that you have an idea of how many pages you’ll need for 
each section, use your Yearbook Ladder Diagram to map which 
page goes where and who is assigned to it. Use this completed 
diagram to stay organized and keep track of your app sections.

Looking for a more comprehensive scholastic journalism based yearbook curriculum? Members of the Journalism Education 
Association have free access to Common Core-aligned lesson plans developed by a team of highly experienced high school and 
middle schools advisers from across North America. Visit jea.org to learn more about their resources and membership benefits.  



 

Remember the specifics. While the yearbook is usually just 
thought of as a way to record school memories, it’s also a great 
great for documenting what was happening in the world and in 
the life of the individual student. 

About Me pages allow students to fill in personal information 
about themeselves (which will be so funny to read in 20 years!). 
Search “About Me” in the Backgrounds tab to browse the options.

Retrospect is a two-page review of the major news and pop 
culture happenings of the year. Because the year has just begun, 
Retrospect pages won’t be available until early March, but go 
ahead and create a two-page section for it if you would like to 
use this free add-on. 

Once completed, it can be accessed in the backgrounds section 
by searching for the keyword “Retrospect.” You will be notified by 
email when it is ready. 

And don’t forget to save room for Autograph pages!

ADD ON PAGES



Whether you sell your yearbooks online, in school or some of both, we have a variety of materials to help you promote your yearbook sale.  
Download and customize our templates for parent flyers and printable 11x17 posters, or use our web graphics to post on your school’s  

website and link to your online Storefront.  These materials and more are available for download at picabooyearbooks.com/downloads.

Deadline:

Payment
    & Order

1. Fill out form and include check payable to:

2. Please return by the deadline above to:

STUDENT NAME(S):

HOMEROOM/GRADE(S):

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT: 

$ _________
HARD COVER 
YEARBOOK

 OPTIONS PRICE QUANTITY

TOTAL AMOUNT
ENCLOSED:

SOFT COVER 
YEARBOOK $ _________

PERSONALIZE YOUR YEARBOOK

 If you would like to take 
advantage of this offer, 
follow these directions to 
complete your order.

Go to your school’s customized Picaboo Yearbook 
website. Click on the red CREATE & ORDER 
PERSONALIZED YEARBOOK button and follow the 

on-screen instructions. If you have previously ordered from 
Picaboo Yearbooks, log in with your existing credentials. 
If you haven’t, you will be prompted to set up an account 
with your email address and a password.

1

4 Select the product and quantity you would like to order for the yearbook 
recipient. Click the teal ADD TO CART button. To order additional books, return 
to your school’s customized Picaboo Yearbook website. and repeat steps 1-3.

At this point, you can upload photos, change backgrounds, layouts, 
and borders, and add text and stickers. Access quick video tutorials  
at picabooyearbooks.com/tutorials to learn more. 

To save your work so you can close the program and come back 
anytime to personalize your pages, simply log out and log back 
in later. Once you have finished your personalized pages and are 
ready to submit them, click the green FINALIZE YOUR BOOK button 
at the top right of the page.

3 Personalization Editor

Once your order is 
complete, you will 
receive a confirmation 
email which we highly 
recommend you save. 

65 [
Your personalization 
includes a customized 
back cover. If you choose 
to skip this option, a plain 
white cover will be used.THE FLIP SIDE

personalize 

You may personalize addtional books when you are done with step three.

2 Enter the yearbook 
recipent’s name and any 
required information, 
then click PERSONALIZE 
YEARBOOK to continue. 

Your yearbook includes four personalized 
pages and a custom back cover — free! 

Once you have completed all of your desired 
personalizations and added them to your shopping 
cart, click the blue CHECKOUT button. Fill out the 

required information and click CONTINUE to proceed to the 
payment area. You may pay by credit card or PayPal. Please note 
that the Purchase Code option is not available for parent orders.[

 If your school is offering the free personalization option, photocopy the instructions onto the back of the yearbook sale flyers to make the 
most of your communication. Or, if you’d like to crowdsource photos with Skipple, photocopy the Skipple flyer onto the back of your sale flyer. 

Visit GetSkipple.com to learn more about Skipple and picabooyearbooks.com/blog for more ideas on how to promote your sale.

MARKETING TOOLS
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Download a copy of this ladder diagram or our eLadder at picabooyearbooks.com/downloads. Have more than 200 pages? The PDF and eLadder version go up to 400 pages.
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Ideas &
     Inspiration

This section 
contains tips and 
fun examples of 

what you can do 
in your Picaboo 

yearbook.



St. Andrew’s Episcopal Academy
Ft. Pierce, FL

IDEAS & INSPIRATION

2016 marked our first ever PYB Hall of Fame Awards. We received more than 300 awesome entries, 
so our panel of judges had their work cut out for them. We’ve showcased a few of their ideas on the 
following pages and will continue to do so throughout the year at picabooyearbooks.com/blog. 

For more information about our PYB Hall of Fame Awards or to view a complete list of 2016 winners, visit picabooyearbooks.com/contests.

Cal. State University—Eastbay, MBA Program
Hayward, CA

“Clean design and a fresh color palette is 

carried throughout this book for a professional 

vibe that reflects this MBA program’s mission. 

Infographics, Q&As, QR codes and colorful 

photography tell the closer story.”

WHAT THE JUDGES LOVED 

“A nautical visual theme nicely told 

the story of this coastal school. A 

subtle background, color palette and 

contrasting font provided continuity in 

this book’s design.”

WHAT THE JUDGES LOVED 

dress up a plain QR code 
with a fun icon!



DESIGN TIPS

Coral Reef Montessori Academy
Miami, FL

Elim Bible Institute & College
Lima, NY

“Strong photos and a variety of coverage 

make the personality of this small college’s 

yearbook seem larger than life.”

WHAT THE JUDGES LOVED 

full bleed photos are a 
great way to showcase 

strong photography

“Using a creative combination of 

stickers and backgrounds from PYB’s 

online app plus a mix of their own 

original graphics, CRMA pulled off 

an outstanding variation of the ever 

popular comic book theme.” 

WHAT THE JUDGES LOVED 

While it’s tempting to use every bit of real estate  
on the page, leave some visual breathing room with 

whitespace or negative space.  

Encorporate infographics to deliver a lot of information 
in smaller, digestable bites. Build on your theme  

with coordinating colors, graphics and font choices. 

Use the Zoom & Crop tool in the Edit Photos tab to 
zoom in on the best part of the photo. 

Division pages help organize your book into major 
sections and are a great place to continue your theme.



North Miami Beach High School
Miami, FL

Sunrise Mountain High School
Mesquite, NV

“From the senior signatures on the front cover to the 

photo booth-style Spirit Week pics and club coverage,  

this book is packed with personal touches.”  

WHAT THE JUDGES LOVED 

Riverview Elementary School
Saratoga Springs, UT

“Full of infographics and other alternative coverage 

methods, this yearbook begins storytelling before the 

cover is even opened. Great effort was made to cover as 

many students, as many times as possible.”

WHAT THE JUDGES LOVED 

“A stunning cover and fun features that are relevant to 

today’s pop culture are sure to make this one a favorite 

among this school’s student body.”

WHAT THE JUDGES LOVED 

IDEAS & INSPIRATION



“It is evident that these students know how to have fun and their 

book tells that story. Putting teacher portraits in the academic 

section rather than all together is a great way to break up portait 

pages which can sometimes be monotonous.”

WHAT THE JUDGES LOVED 

Hunting Hills High School
Red Deer, Alberta

Cal. State University—Eastbay, MBA Program
Hayward, CA

“Oversized cutout black and white photos 

complement the deep blue accent color 

and clean typography choice. Each senior 

answered four questions in their portrait 

section, providing a more in-depth look 

at the outgoing grads.”

WHAT THE JUDGES LOVED 

showing 
their

Skipple 
love!

ONLINE RESOURCES

picabooyearbooks.com/blog
Visit our blog for weekly updates on a variety of topics. 

From theme development resources to ideas on marketing 

your yearbook sale, we’ve got you covered.

pinterest.com/picabookybks
Looking for more Pinspiration? Follow us on Pinterest  

for the ultimate online yearbook brainstorm session.



Hardcover artwork is printed, laminated and turned into cases by gluing and 
wrapping the printed and laminated cover sheets around thick, durable binder's 
board. Softcover artwork is printed and laminated. Covers are matched with their 
corresponding book blocks and bound using PUR glue which provides the strongest 
bind possible and enables a book to lay flat while open without cracking.

*MORE ON THE COVER PROCESS

Yearbook 
delivery day!

Ever wonder what happens after you submit your yearbook? Below is a basic outline of PYB’s unique production process. Please 
note that this is just a summary. A lot of time and care is put into each yearbook we deliver to your door, including a quality control 
audit performed by trained auditors at each step of the way.

1 User (that’s you!)
creates a project.

2 A yearbook 
order is placed.

Picaboo renders the images of the book.
We take all the graphical elements on the
pages that you’ve created in our app and
render composed pages to be printed.

3
PYB dispatches the print order to
our manufacturing facility. The
manufacturing facility acknowledges
the order and pulls the digital materials.

4
Pages are printed on HP Indigo digital
printing presses, the most advanced
digital print platform in the industry.6Print orders are batched 

for the most efficient 
production based on 

order attributes like size, hardcover 
vs. softcover, gloss vs. matte 

lamination, delivery date, etc.

5
At the same 
time pages 
are being 

printed, covers are 
printed and laminated.*

78 Books go through a final 
quality inspection.

Bar codes are scanned 
and shipping labels are 

automatically printed 
from the order info.

9
10 Orders are packed  

and shipped.

 
NOW WHAT?

Yearbook  
Delivery Day!



Follow us!

facebook.com/picabooyearbooks
twitter.com/picabooyearbook

instagram.com/picabooyearbooks
pinterest.com/picabooybks

Not sure what to do now that you’re finished?  
Try some of these ideas: 
 

• Keep selling yearbooks online. After placing your 
order, your Storefront status will automatically change 
to “Coming Soon” mode. If you want to keep selling 
yearbooks, you must change your Storefront status 
to Immediate Order. You may keep selling as many 
editions as you’d like, year after year. 

• Organize your yearbook distribution. Select the 
distribution site, download and prepare distribution 
lists, plan a signing party, coordinate publicity, etc. 

• Create content for QR code links. Hopefully you’ve 
used QR codes to expand your coverage of events. 
Make online videos and slideshows to link to the codes 
you placed in your yearbook. 

• Recruit next year’s staff. Remember to include teacher 
recommendations, staff applications and interviews to 
select the cream of the crop. 

• Order a critique. Join organizations such as the 
National Scholastic Press Association and order a 
critique. Use the results to critique last year’s yearbook 
and make notes on how to improve next year’s book. 
Not quite ready to join? Download PYB’s critique form 
and do a self-critique. 

• Write thank you notes. Remember to include 
administrators, teachers, advertisers, parents, students 
and others who assisted the staff with the production 
and completion of the book.

According to the Picaboo Yearbooks Terms of Service, the User has agreed not to upload and use any content that infringes 
or violates the intellectual property rights or proprietary rights, rights of publicity or privacy, or other rights of any third party; 

violates any law, statute, ordinance or regulation; is harmful, fraudulent, deceptive, threatening, abusive, harassing, tortious, defamatory, 
vulgar, obscene, libelous or otherwise objectionable. You, not Picaboo Yearbooks, remain solely responsible for all content that you upload.




